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ADVOCACY 
 
 

 

 

BIANYS Mission Statement Includes: “Expanding resources 
available to incubator-based enterprises, working with policy-makers 
on matters affecting them” 
 

Why get involved with the BIANYS advocacy programs?:  
Policy that is created in Albany and in Washington D.C. has a direct impact on the 
innovation ecosystem that we are working in.  Policymakers, the legislative process, 
along with federal and state budgets have a direct impact on incubators and the 
companies we serve.  Policymakers need to hear from us about the impact their 
decisions will have on companies, jobs, revenues, and communities.  As the federal and 
state governments struggle with the economic impact of COVID19, it is important that 
we advocate for continued investment in incubator programs, because many residents 
need our services now more than ever to launch companies, or to change the business 
model of their current companies. 
 

What is BIANYS advocating for?: 
Our members are coming together to advocate for continued funding for incubator 
programs and for the startup innovation ecosystem in general.  We feel that cutting the 
potential lifeline of new jobs during an economic downturn is the exact opposite of what 
we need to do as a State and Nation that needs to come back from the economic crisis 
created by COVID19. 
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STATE ADVOCACY EFFORTS 

 

1. NYS Incubators and Hotspots continue to be funded at the current level $5 
million. 

(New York State ESD currently funds 10 hotspots [$250K each] and 20 certified 
incubators  [$125K each] across New York State.  Each hotspot offers regional 
programming for all of the incubators within their region to tie the regional 
ecosystem together.  And each certified incubator must meet certain benchmarks 
to become certified and receive funding.  These benchmarks are metrics related 
to the services they provide for startup companies in their communities.  Any 
funding cuts will have a direct negative impact on startup companies, the 
backbone of any potential new job growth we will experience as a state). 

2. Increased funding to help the hotspots and certified incubators handle the 
influx of demand that has been created as a result of entrepreneurs thrust 
into entrepreneurship due to COVID19. 
 

3. Funding for BIANYS to provide statewide services to tie together each of 
the hotspots and promote the individual strengths of each hotspot, 
certified incubator, as well as other state funded assets and incubators. 
BIANYS will launch a pre-incubation program and an international 
softlandings program to help direct companies to the right resources in the 
incubation ecosystem. 
 

4. Additional seed capital and risk capital for startups in New York State   
 
 

FEDERAL ADVOCACY EFFORTS: 

1. PPP surplus to be allocated for incubation, entrepreneurship training and 
startup enterprise programs 
 

2. Federal allocation to State’s to preserve their current budgets during the 
COVID19 crisis. 
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ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS FOR MEETINGS WITH STATE LEVEL ELECTED OFFICIALS  

 

Continued Funding enables incubators and hotspots to: 
● Continue the Good Work: New York State has become the second-largest 

innovation ecosystem in the world in the last ten years thanks to the 

investments made in building entrepreneurial support systems that work. 

Cutting these systems when they are needed most would be 

counterproductive.  We need to invest in these systems to ensure the New 

York State economy comes out of the COVID19 crises stronger and more 

diversified than before. 

 

● Increased Demand: The COVID pandemic has forced many New Yorkers to 
become entrepreneurs out of necessity.  Incubators and other economic 

development resources have seen a 30% increase in applications since the 

pandemic began. New Yorkers are ready to rebuild, and the Economic 

Development ecosystem needs to remain ready to help them succeed. 

 

● Compounding Effect on investment of incubators: Universities provide 2:1 
matching funding to most of the programs funded by the government, and 

if funding is cut, programs could also lose the university match. 

Incubator programs also facilitate bringing hundreds of millions of 

dollars in investment and Federal funds into the state through programs 

like SBIR or STTR.  Policymakers need to understand for every dollar cut 

in incubator funding or funding to other entrepreneurial programs in New 

York State will equate to hundreds of millions in additional unintended 

cuts to the programs needed most to grow our economy out of this crisis. 
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SCHEDULE FOR OUR ADVOCACY EFFORTS 
- - - - - - - - X 

1. NOVEMBER 10: Attend the BIANYS Webinar on “Effective Lobbying” 
 

2. NOVEMBER 11:  Reach out to your elected officials (find them here) 
Introduce yourself and BIANYS to your representatives.  Ask for a 
meeting with them on January 11th our Statewide Advocacy Day and share: 

● the BIANYS letter on legislative priorities (you can use our 
letter on our letterhead or create your own letter utilizing our 
letter as a template) Send to Governor’s office, as well as your 
respective Senate and Assemblymembers.  (note: The Governor will 
be working on his Executive Budget proposal prior to January and 
he will present to the Legislature in January.  The Legislature 
will then hold hearings and each house passes their version of the 
budget by mid February.  Then all three entities negotiate one 
final budget by April 1st.  Getting our priorities reflected in as 
many of the individual budgets as possible helps ensure our 
priorities make it into the final adopted state budget). 

● BIANYS Infographic on incubation and economic development 
● One pager on your incubator 
● One pager on BIANYS and who we are 

 

3. JANUARY 11th- First Advocacy Day: Plan to virtually attend our 
advocacy day for Albany to share the BIANYS Script and Infographics, and 
your individual incubator story with your respective representatives.  

● You will meet with your representatives via zoom individually 
● BIANYS will also organize one large zoom meeting for all 

incubators participating and invite representative of the 
Governor’s office along with all of the State Assemblymembers and 
Senators to the zoom meeting to speak with our entire membership 

 

4. FEBRUARY 8th- follow up with Legislators after Executive Budget comes 
out.  (This is where the rapport you have built up will pay off as you 
advocate for your local legislators to ensure incubator funding in the 
legislative budget. 
 

5. SEND A LETTER TO YOUR REPRESENTATIVE 
 

6. ASK YOUR REPRESENTATIVE FOR A BUDGET LETTER from them to their 
leadership 
 

7. FEDERAL ADVOCACY EFFORTS BEGIN IN FEBRUARY (WORK WITH INBIA)items 
may include:-remaining funds of PPP- earmark some of those funds 
for incubation to serve the newly minted entrepreneurs forced 
into entrepreneurship due to COVID19 economic fallout. 

 

https://openstates.org/find_your_legislator/
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EMAIL EXAMPLE FOR GETTING A MEETING  
- - - - - - - - X 
Dear _______.  

This is to request a meeting with (Senator/Assemblyperson) ______________ to discuss continued 
funding for the incubator network in NYS.  Our local incubator, _______, is one of the beneficiaries of this 
program, and creates ____ jobs and ___ companies per year, with an impact on our economy of $___. 
Please let us know when it would be convenient to meet.  If possible, we would love to have you come 
and tour the incubator, but if not now, we can schedule that for another day.  Meanwhile, having an 
opportunity to meet and discuss this situation is critically important to our future and the future of 
economic development in our community.  

MEETING SCRIPT  
- - - - - - - - X 
Intro (What incubator you are with) 
Bring the one pager you submitted to BIANYS on your program’s accomplishments 
How many companies 
How many jobs 
How are you funded 
How many ppl staff the incubator itself 
What kinds of programs you run 
Success Stories 
Three BIANYS Bullet Points (plug in bullets) 

 
EMAIL EXAMPLE FOR POST MEETING 
- - - - - - - - X 
Dear _______.  

We would like to thank (Senator/Assemblyperson) ______________ for meeting with us  to discuss 
continued funding for the incubator network in NYS.  Our local incubator, _______, is one of the 
beneficiaries of this program, and creates ____ jobs and ___ companies per year, with an impact on our 
economy of $___.   Please let us know when it would be convenient to meet.  If possible, we would love 
to have you come and tour the incubator, but if not now, we can schedule that for another day. 
Meanwhile, having an opportunity to meet and discuss this situation is critically important to our future and 
the future of economic development in our community.  
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Example letter to Governor’s Office, State Assembly, State Senate  

 
 

August 18, 2020 
 
Robert Mujica 
Director 
New York State Division of the Budget 
State Capitol Building 
Albany, NY 12210 
 
 
Dear Robert Mujica, 
 
The Business Incubator Association of New York State, Inc, collectively understands that in this 
time of financial crisis related to the COVID19 pandemic that there is a need for shared 
sacrifice.  With that in mind, not all budget cuts are created equal.  It is my intention with this 
letter to make the case that although our membership stands prepared to do our part in shared 
sacrifice, the State should seek to  preserve as much as possible, and actually consider 
increasing the budget line item dedicated to Incubators, HotSpots, and Economic Development 
for the upcoming fiscal year.  The engine that drives job creation and revenue within the State is 
found at the heart of the incubators funded in part by New York State Empire State 
Development.  These programs have created jobs, responded to the COVID crisis, brought 
private investment into the State, won Federal SBIR grant monies, and housed the innovators 
and entrepreneurs that make New York State a worldwide leader in the innovation economy. 
Keeping funding in place for these programs will inevitably help in the economic recovery of this 
great state. 

The Business Incubator Association of New York State, Inc. (BIANYS) is a not for profit 
membership driven association of over 100 Business Incubators and Accelerators from across 
New York State, who collectively mentor and house over 3000 startup companies throughout 
our great State every year. Our membership is made up of both university affiliated incubators, 
and independent, private sector incubators. 

While BIANYS recognizes the state of the economy due to COVID, it is important to recognize 
that cuts to this already lean budget line reserved for incubators will have a multiplier effect.  For 
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example, for every dollar invested by NYS in the certified incubator and hotspot incubator 
programs, each recipient incubator is required to find a 2:1 match.  Therefore any cut would 
have a minimum of double the effect on the opportunity cost to these programs.  In addition, 
these programs help to bring significant federal funds through SBIR funding into the state 
economy.  If these programs are forced to shrink or shutter, the State stands to lose millions in 
federal funding for research and development for new technologies. 

The  BIANYS member incubators have seen a significant uptick in demand for services since 
COVID-19.  With the rise in unemployment, innovators and entrepreneurs are looking to create 
an opportunity for new companies and new jobs in New York. It is the incubators in our network 
that will derisk these new ventures.  

It is in the interest of New York State to support start-ups and the job creation that results from 
these young companies. Our members work with the entrepreneurs and help them to navigate 
the many obstacles they encounter on the road to creating sustainable companies that generate 
jobs and economic activity within New York State. 

The large majority of the startups within our State’s incubators and the larger innovation 
ecosystem may not have any revenue for months or most likely years; however, they are testing 
and commercializing a product or service that has an enormous opportunity to scale and 
generate faster and greater growth than the startups that do not typically need or participate in 
business incubation.  If we only create delis, bakeries and financial service companies in our 
community, we will lose the ability to generate and produce new products that are the basis of 
our GDP.  We will never be the cheapest place to do business, so creating a factory to produce 
cheap plastic producibles, can only work here through innovative methods and or products.  But 
those innovative methods and products in and of themselves are a product that we are uniquely 
positioned as a state to produce because of the investment we make in our people and 
communities through our primary and higher education systems.  

We are ripe for a vibrant innovation economy, and we are well on our way to having the 
innovation economy that we began investing in just a decade ago.  In 10 short years we have 
positioned New York as one of the top places for innovation and startups in the world, and the 
backbone of our ecosystem is New York State’s incubators.  Let us not stymie our progress, 
let’s not starve this opportunity, we need to continue our investment and continue down this 
path which plays to our strength as a state and has begun a diversification in every regional and 
local economy of this great State.  Any drastic reduction in funding would be detrimental to the 
opportunity to create jobs, revenue, and opportunity in New York for the best and brightest 
innovators. 

According to the International Business Innovation Association, for every $1 a State invests in 
the operational funding of an incubator, clients and graduates of that incubator generate $30 in 
local tax revenue.  Additionally, 84 percent of incubator tenants remain in the local community 
after graduating from an incubator program.  As such, on behalf of the membership of the 
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Business Incubator Association of New York State, please reconsider any potential cuts in 
funding for these programs, as they are a force multiplier in the economic development of the 
State. 

Enclosed with this letter, please find related metrics that support the statements made above on 
job creation and investment and an excerpt from a paper published by the Kaufmann 
Foundation on the importance of startups for job creation.  The State’s incubator programs have 
supported companies that have created jobs, won grants, raised capital, and have grown the 
economy of New York State.  It is important to note that many of these companies were able to 
pivot during this global pandemic to find COVID-19 solutions or maintain their workforce and 
innovation, and some of those examples are attached as well.  

Also enclosed with this letter are some of the success stories of companies that have come 
through our incubation programs in this state, these stories transcend any data that I can 
provide, and tell a more qualitative tale of why continued investment in our incubator programs 
is essential. 

 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Marc Alessi 
Executive Director 

 
METRICS, DATA, and RELEVANT EXAMPLES: 
 
HotSpot Economic Impact: 
In the 2018-2019 contract year, $6.7Million was spent on 27 different HotSpot Incubator 
locations that coordinate incubator services in each region of the State (the number of HotSpot 
incubators has now been increased to 30 incubators in each corner of the State, these 
incubators services of 1700 startup up companies, resulting in the creation of 770 and retained 
712 jobs, generating more than $193.8 Million in economic activity.  Remember that despite 
these numbers that already show a great multiplier effect, this is merely an investment in 
companies that will eventually grow very fast generating an exponential amount of even great 
activity.  (ESD 2019 Annual Report) 
 
StartUP New York Program: 
As of October 31, 2019 a total of 303 businesses have been approved for participation in the 
START-UP NY Program. The 303 businesses project the creation of 5,332 net new jobs and 
more than $275 million in investment. Of these, 52 businesses were approved in 2018, 
projecting the creation of 669 new jobs and $37 million in investment.  Since the program’s 
creation, businesses in the STARTUP NY Program have generated more than $421 million in 
economic activity, with investments of $102.2 million, paying $319 million in wages, and utilizing 
$21.1 million in business and PIT tax benefits. Again these are immediate projections and 
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metrics, take into account that many of the companies attracted to the program have a mission 
of exponential growth.  As start ups, these companies (ESD 2019 Annual Report) 
 
NYSERDA Incubation Programs: 
NYSERDA supports six cleantech incubators across the State, assisted 271 startups, helping them raise more than 
$378 million in private capital and almost $105 million in non-NYSERDA grant funding. This generated 1,590 jobs and 
made dozens of new clean energy and clean technology products widely available. 
 
Kaufmann Foundation Paper- “The Importance of Start Ups in Job Creation and Job 
Destruction” 2010 

Summary: 

It's well understood that existing companies of all sizes constantly create – and destroy – jobs. 
Conventional wisdom, then, might suppose that annual net job gain is positive at these 
companies. This study, however, shows that this rarely is the case. In fact, net job growth 
occurs in the U.S. economy only through startup firms. 

The study bases its findings on the Business Dynamics Statistics, a U.S. government dataset 
compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau. The BDS series tracks the annual number of new 
businesses (startups and new locations) from 1977 to 2005, and defines startups as firms 
younger than one year old. 

The study reveals that, both on average and for all but seven years between 1977 and 2005, 
existing firms are net job destroyers, losing 1 million jobs net combined per year. By contrast, in 
their first year, new firms add an average of 3 million jobs. 

Further, the study shows, job growth patterns at both startups and existing firms are pro-cyclical, 
although existing firms have much more cyclical variance. Most notably, during recessionary 
years, job creation at startups remains stable, while net job losses at existing firms are highly 
sensitive to the business cycle. 

Because startups that develop organically are almost solely the drivers of job growth, 
job-creation policies aimed at luring larger, established employers will inevitably fail, said the 
study's author, Tim Kane, Kauffman Foundation senior fellow in Research and Policy. Such city 
and state policies are doomed not only because they are zero-sum, but because they are based 
in unrealistic employment growth models. 

And it's not just net job creation that startups dominate. While older firms lose more jobs than 
they create, those gross flows decline as firms age. On average, one-year-old firms create 
nearly one million jobs, while ten-year-old firms generate 300,000. The notion that firms bulk up 
as they age is, in the aggregate, not supported by data. 
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